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INTRODUCTION
The Journal of Fluorine Chemistry covers organic, organometallic, inorganic, macromolecular and physical chemistry and also includes papers on biochemistry, medicinal, environmental and industrial chemistry. Preparative and physico-chemical investigations as well as theoretical, structural and mechanistic aspects are covered.

Types of Contributions
The Journal of Fluorine Chemistry contains reviews, original papers and short communications describing both pure and applied research on the chemistry and applications of fluorine, and of compounds where fluorine exercises significant effects.
For reviews and special issues on particular topics of fluorine chemistry or from selected symposia, please contact the Regional Editors for further details.
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Abstract
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Keywords
Immediately after the abstract, provide a maximum of 6 keywords, using American spelling and avoiding general and plural terms and multiple concepts (avoid, for example, ‘and’, ‘of’). Avoid names of specific products. Be sparing with abbreviations: only abbreviations firmly established in the field may be eligible. These keywords will be used for indexing purposes.

Abbreviations
The Journal of Fluorine Chemistry encourages extensive use of abbreviations in the experimental section, but not in the Introduction or Results and discussion sections, abbreviations should be employed liberally to economize on space. For the names of reagents, solvents, molecular formulae, abbreviations can be used, and these are preferred over acronyms, e.g., NaHCO₃, Et₂O, Me₂SO (not
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Nomenclature and units
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Database linking and Accession numbers
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Data linking
If you have made your research data available in a data repository, you can link your article directly to the dataset. Elsevier collaborates with a number of repositories to link articles on ScienceDirect with relevant repositories, giving readers access to underlying data that gives them a better understanding of the research described.

There are different ways to link your datasets to your article. When available, you can directly link your dataset to your article by providing the relevant information in the submission system. For more information, visit the database linking page.
For **supported data repositories** a repository banner will automatically appear next to your published article on ScienceDirect.

In addition, you can link to relevant data or entities through identifiers within the text of your manuscript, using the following format: Database: xxxx (e.g., TAIR: AT1G01020; CCDC: 734053; PDB: 1XFN).

**Mendeley Data**

This journal supports Mendeley Data, enabling you to deposit any research data (including raw and processed data, video, code, software, algorithms, protocols, and methods) associated with your manuscript in a free-to-use, open access repository. During the submission process, after uploading your manuscript, you will have the opportunity to upload your relevant datasets directly to Mendeley Data. The datasets will be listed and directly accessible to readers next to your published article online.

For more information, visit the [Mendeley Data for journals page](https://www.mendeley.com/).

**Data in Brief**

You have the option of converting any or all parts of your supplementary or additional raw data into one or multiple data articles, a new kind of article that houses and describes your data. Data articles ensure that your data is actively reviewed, curated, formatted, indexed, given a DOI and publicly available to all upon publication. You are encouraged to submit your article for Data in Brief as an additional item directly alongside the revised version of your manuscript. If your research article is accepted, your data article will automatically be transferred over to Data in Brief where it will be editorially reviewed and published in the open access data journal, Data in Brief. Please note an open access fee of 500 USD is payable for publication in Data in Brief. Full details can be found on the [Data in Brief page](https://www.data-in-brief.com/). Please use this template to write your Data in Brief.

**MethodsX**

You have the option of converting relevant protocols and methods into one or multiple MethodsX articles, a new kind of article that describes the details of customized research methods. Many researchers spend a significant amount of time on developing methods to fit their specific needs or setting, but often without getting credit for this part of their work. MethodsX, an open access journal, now publishes this information in order to make it searchable, peer reviewed, citable and reproducible. Authors are encouraged to submit their MethodsX article as an additional item directly alongside the revised version of their manuscript. If your research article is accepted, your methods article will automatically be transferred over to MethodsX where it will be editorially reviewed. Please note an open access fee is payable for publication in MethodsX. Full details can be found on the [MethodsX website](https://www.methodsx.com/). Please use this template to prepare your MethodsX article.

**Data statement**

To foster transparency, we encourage you to state the availability of your data in your submission. This may be a requirement of your funding body or institution. If your data is unavailable to access or unsuitable to post, you will have the opportunity to indicate why during the submission process, for example by stating that the research data is confidential. The statement will appear with your published article on ScienceDirect. For more information, visit the [Data Statement page](https://www.elsevier.com/locate/fluor).

**Submission checklist**

The following list will be useful during the final checking of an article prior to sending it to the journal for review. Please consult this Guide for Authors for further details of any item.

**Ensure that the following items are present:**

One author has been designated as the corresponding author with contact details:

- E-mail address
- Full postal address
- Telephone and Fax numbers

All necessary files have been uploaded, and contain:

- Cover letter
- List of minimum three potential reviewers
- Graphical abstract
- Highlights
- Statement of significance
- Manuscript with embedded Schemes, Figures and Tables
- Separate files with Schemes and Figures
- Scheme and figure captions
• Tables (including title, description, footnotes)
• Supplementary Information (for Online Publication and Review Purposes)
• Mol files and Video (in case)

Further considerations
• Manuscript has been ‘spell-checked’ and ‘grammar-checked’
• References are in the correct format for this journal
• Color figures are clearly marked as being intended for color reproduction on the Web (free of charge) and in print, or to be reproduced in color on the Web (free of charge) and in black-and-white in print
• If only color on the Web is required, black-and-white versions of the figures are also supplied for printing purposes

For any further information please visit our customer support site at http://service.elsevier.com.

Additional information Preparation
Characterization of new compounds
All new organic, organometallic and macromolecular compounds should be fully characterized with relevant physical and spectroscopic data. Microanalyses should be included whenever possible. Under appropriate circumstances, high-resolution mass spectra may serve in lieu of microanalysis, if accompanied by suitable NMR criteria for sample homogeneity, e.g. spectra copies in the Electronic Supplementary Data.

For new inorganic compounds and solid state materials single-crystal or powder diffraction results are not, except special cases, sufficient as the only means of characterization. Appropriate for the particular sample spectroscopic and analytical methods such as IR spectroscopy, NMR spectroscopy, mass spectrometry, electronic spectroscopy, electron microscopy (TEM and SEM) and elemental analysis must prove the bulk composition. Some sort of surface analysis might be appropriate, e.g. XPS, EDAX, AFM and SFM.

Compound characterization must be comprehensive, and follow the order shown below for organic compounds: compound name (and assigned number in text); physical state of compound (e.g. crystal, amorphous, liquid, oil), melting and/or boiling point (if applicable); optical rotation \([\alpha]D\) and/or circular dichroism measurements (if optically active); UV, IR, \(^1H\) NMR, \(^13C\) NMR, \(^19F\) NMR, MS. ‘...gave colorless liquid: bp 82–83°C (12 mbar); or ...white needles: mp 83–85°C; \([\alpha]D^25\) –110 (c 1.4, CHCl\(_3\)); IR (KBr); v 1730 (s) and 1260 (ester), 860 and 840 (Me\(_3\)Si), and 710(m) cm\(^{-1}\) (Ph); \(^1H\) NMR...’

NMR spectral data should only be presented in full if they have not been published separately elsewhere, in which case only relevant references should be quoted. Data must be specified as \(^1H\) NMR, \(^13C\) NMR or \(^19F\) NMR and should indicate the frequency of the instrument, the solvent used and the (internal) standard. Chemical shifts should be quoted in \(\delta\) units relative to TMS (\(^1H\) and \(^13C\) or CCl\(_3\)F (in lieu TFA) (\(^19F\)) with indication of whether the signal is a singlet s, doublet d, doublet of doublets dd, triplet t, multiplet m, etc. \(^1H\) NMR, \(^13C\) NMR and \(^19F\) NMR spectral data should specify the hydrogen, carbon or fluorine concerned, using the recommended IUPAC numbering, and should be given to two decimal places (\(^1H\), \(^19F\) NMR) or one decimal place (\(^13C\) NMR). For example: \(^1H\) NMR (300 MHz, CDCl\(_3\)): \(\delta\) 1.74 (d, 3H, J\(_{HF}\) = 22 Hz, CH\(_3\)), 3.57 (AB, 1H, J\(_{HH}\) = 11 Hz, J\(_{HF}\) = 23 Hz, CH\(_2\)Br), 3.61 (AB, 1H, J\(_{HH}\) = 11 Hz, J\(_{HF}\) = 16 Hz, CH\(_2\)Br), 7.27 (m, 5H, arom. H). \(^13C\) NMR (75 MHz, CDCl\(_3\)): \(\delta\) 14.1 (s, C-5), 115.2 (d, J = 21 Hz, C-3), 131.9 (d, J = 8 Hz, C-2), 135.2 (d, J = 3 Hz, C-1), 161.7 (d, J = 245 Hz, C-4). \(^19F\) NMR (282 MHz, CDCl\(_3\)): \(\delta\) –81.50 (t, 3F, J\(_{FF}\) = 9 Hz, CF\(_3\)), –105.74 (m, 2F, CF\(_2\)), –124.52 (m, 2F, CF\(_2\)), –126.24 (m, 2F, CF\(_2\)).

Mass spectral data
Mass spectral data should only be presented in full if they have not been published separately elsewhere, in which case only relevant references should be quoted. Presentation of mass spectral data indicate the method used (EIMS, CIMS, GC-MS, HRMS, etc.) and the ionizing energy. The data should give only diagnostically important ions, the character of the fragmentation ions in relation to
the molecular ion and the intensity relative to the major ion. For example: EIMS, 70 eV, m/z (rel. int.): 386 (36) [M]+, 368 (100) [M-H₂O]+, 353 (23) [M-H₂O-Me]+, 275 (35) [M-111]+; HRMS (ESI), m/z: calcld. for C₁₆H₁₅F₃N₂O₃Na+ 363.0927 [M+Na]+; found 363.0918.

**Elemental analysis results** must be given in the form: "Anal. calcd for C₁₆H₁₅F₃N₂O₃: C, 56.47; H, 4.44; N, 8.23; found: C, 56.25; H, 4.37; N 8.28."

**X-ray crystallography.** Only essential data (e.g. a three-dimensional structural drawing with bond distances) should be included in manuscripts. A complete list of data in CIF (Crystallographic Information File) format should be prepared separately and deposited with the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre (http://www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk for further information), before the paper is submitted. A footnote indicating this fact is to be included in the manuscript, e.g. “crystallographic data (excluding structure factors) for the structures in this paper have been deposited with the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre as supplementary publication nos. CCDC...... Copies of the data can be obtained, free of charge, on application to CCDC, 12 Union Road, Cambridge CB2 1EZ, UK, (fax: +44 1223 336033 or e-mail: deposit@ccdc.cam.ac.uk).”

**Chemical formula charts and schemes**

Structural formulae should be grouped for insertion in the text at appropriate points. Such group need not have a caption, but those showing reaction sequences (i.e., containing arrows) should be designated Scheme 1, Scheme 2, etc. Compound numbers should be in **boldface** and run sequentially through the manuscript. In charts and schemes the general progression of the formula numbers must be in sequence from left to right across the page, regardless of the order of appearance of the formulae in the text. Where a single structure with R groups represents two or more compounds, the sequence follows the listing below the structure, then resumes its rightward progression, Multiple listings under a single formula should be in ‘tabular’ format, as in the following example: (see PDF file for graphic). Authors using ChemDraw or ISISDraw for scheme / figure preparation are encouraged to use the ACS preference settings (font 10 pt Helvetica, chain angle 120°, bond spacing 18% of length, fixed length 14.4 pt (0.508 cm), bold width 2.0 pt (0.071 cm), line width 0.6 pt (0.021 cm), margin width 1.6 pt (0.056 cm), and hash spacing 2.5 pt (0.088 cm)). Authors using ChemIntosh or ChemWindow should use the ‘JOC style’.

**AFTER ACCEPTANCE**

**Use of the digital object identifier**

The Digital Object Identifier (DOI) may be used to cite and link to electronic documents. The DOI consists of a unique alpha-numeric character string which is assigned to a document by the publisher upon the initial electronic publication. The assigned DOI never changes. Therefore, it is an ideal medium for citing a document, particularly ‘Articles in press’ because they have not yet received their full bibliographic information. The correct format for citing a DOI is shown as follows (example taken from a document in the Journal of Fluorine Chemistry): https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jfluchem.2011.06.030. When you use the DOI to create URL hyperlinks to documents on the web, the DOIs are guaranteed never to change.

**Online proof correction**

Corresponding authors will receive an e-mail with a link to our online proofing system, allowing annotation and correction of proofs online. The environment is similar to MS Word: in addition to editing text, you can also comment on figures/tables and answer questions from the Copy Editor. Web-based proofing provides a faster and less error-prone process by allowing you to directly type your corrections, eliminating the potential introduction of errors.

If preferred, you can still choose to annotate and upload your edits on the PDF version. All instructions for proofing will be given in the e-mail we send to authors, including alternative methods to the online version and PDF.

We will do everything possible to get your article published quickly and accurately. Please use this proof only for checking the typesetting, editing, completeness and correctness of the text, tables and figures. Significant changes to the article as accepted for publication will only be considered at this stage with permission from the Editor. It is important to ensure that all corrections are sent back to us in one communication. Please check carefully before replying, as inclusion of any subsequent corrections cannot be guaranteed. Proofreading is solely your responsibility.
**Offprints**
The corresponding author will, at no cost, receive a customized Share Link providing 50 days free access to the final published version of the article on ScienceDirect. The Share Link can be used for sharing the article via any communication channel, including email and social media. For an extra charge, paper offprints can be ordered via the offprint order form which is sent once the article is accepted for publication. Both corresponding and co-authors may order offprints at any time via Elsevier’s Webshop. Corresponding authors who have published their article gold open access do not receive a Share Link as their final published version of the article is available open access on ScienceDirect and can be shared through the article DOI link.
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